08:37:47 From Rebecca Portnoy : JOIN THE DIALOGUE

Put All Questions and Comments in the Chat
Publicly: Send to Everyone
Anonymously: Send to DOTQ
08:38:26 From Rebecca Portnoy : KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. Jill Kalman, Cardiologist and Executive Director of Lenox Hill Hospital

PANELISTS
Tania Hammock, VP of Clinic Operations for the Mental Health Association of Westchester
Amanda Gallipeau, Health Law Manager for Empire Justice
Dr. Karen Bourgeois, Dean of the School of Health Sciences and Nursing

Ezequiel Ayala-Santos, Radiologic Technologies Student
10:02:52 From Gregory Torsiello : So very proud of you Ezequiel!
10:04:12 From Gala Lawrence : That was good!
10:04:19 From Lydimar Soto & Ananda Burgos : Yes Ezequiel <3
10:04:45 From Carlos Colon : valid points Ezequiel !
10:04:49 From MariaG : EZEQUIEL 2020
10:05:05 From Carly Berezny : ❤❤
10:05:36 From Aied Khalil : PREACH !!!
10:05:43 From Samantha Dreshaj : You go Ezequiel !!!
10:06:20 From Sherina :) : he makes really good points !
10:06:49 From Elian Herrera : Nothing but facts
10:06:56 From sherina :) : ^
10:07:28 From Ada-Victoria Israel : This is so true!!
10:08:23 From Owner’s iPhone : finally the important questions!
10:09:10 From Ashley Walsh : Yesss Ezequiel!!!
10:09:15 From Carly Berezny : killed it!!
10:09:16 From Isatou Jaiteh (Galaxy Tab S) : Thank you so much
10:09:29 From John Dana : Excellent job, Ezequiel!
10:09:29 From Lydimar Soto & Ananda Burgos : YESSS EZEQUIEL! I’M YOUR FAN
10:09:32 From Samantha Dreshaj : Thank you Ezquiel !
10:09:33 From Amal Rangachari : Preach!!!!
10:09:41 From Gregory Torsiello : Excellent points, Ezequiel! You tackled the hard questions!
10:10:07 From Susan Crane : Ezequiel – the Health Center is applauding you!
10:10:11 From MariaG : ezqueiel you bodied!
10:10:16 From Nicholas Piccirillo : Do you think that the president would care about these issues in the years to come?
10:10:17 From Gary Dresser : Very proud of you Ezequiel!
10:11:08 From Seongshin Kim : Excellent, Ezequiel!
10:11:35 From Deaconess Bolling : what about the role of education and incentives for preventive care?
From Joshua Varghese: I do feel like universal healthcare is obtainable. Britain has a single payer system as a financial model and socialist medicine model. I feel like as a multipayer system like the United States we should look at systems that have universal healthcare and don't have socialist medicine. What the irony is the United States is multipayer and ideally should have lower wait times but honestly compared to other industrialized countries we are still at the bottom with wait times. We need health care reform!

From Rebecca Berry: Our community has recently lost an alumna, a woman of color who died during the birth of her son. Her social media posts during her pregnancy are haunting. Her concerns were ignored and her care repeatedly delayed resulting in her death during and emergency C-section. As a community, how do we fight for better care for people of color? What can we DO? (other than vote)

From Gala Lawrence: Yes we must PARTNER in our healthcare.

From Gregory Torsiello: YES, EZEQUIEL! Law and Ethics!!

From Isatou Jaiteh (Galaxy Tab S): Are there ways to reduce the risk of infant mortality in the United States?

From Deaconess Bolling: Great point again people do not know their rights

From Gala Lawrence: That's right! It's a SERVICE INDUSTRY. You have choices!

From Daniel Barclay: Facts

From Kit Fitzgerald: Our alum was denied necessary treatments, delayed during co-vid

From Rebecca Berry: These answers feels very much like blaming the victim. The system needs to change

From Zanzia Terjesen: This is very true. thank you!

From Susan Crane: The creation of Corporate Umbrellas for Healthcare (the Westmeds, etc.) has created an environment where providers have"sales goals"...ie: see 75 patients a day - who is going to take the time to discuss weight management, smoking cessation, nutrition, mental health with the patient?... a great solution would be to hire professional, registered nurses to educate patients... but Corporate does not want to pay them - only CNA's, so the key teaching component that is desperately needed is missing,

From Rebecca Portnoy: Excellent point, Susan

From Deaconess Bolling: wow Susan thanks for sharing will do further research on that

From Joshua Varghese: Great Point! Professor Crane

From Gala Lawrence: FANTASTIC!!

From Carlos Colon: great seminar!

From Julie Taylor: Great discussion! Thank you!

From Victor Bowman: Well done!!! So grateful.

From Gregory Torsiello: Excellent conversation on a very important topic. Thank you to everyone involved!

From Laura Brezovsky: Thank you everyone!

From Amy Heath: Great conversations!

From Marcie M: Thank you—this was great. Kudos to Ezequiel